
Peter comes across a job opening 
on a company’s website. He is 
directed to a chatbot where he 
answers questions relating to his 
background, followed by uploading 
his CV.

Equipped with natural language 
processing (NLP) and trained with 
selection criteria, the chatbot 
intelligently determines Peter’s 
suitability. In this case, he qualifies 
to go to the next stage.

Peter immediately receives a link 
within the chatbot to record a 
one-way self-introduction  video 
interview, all within the 
chatbot/website. 

Revolutionise The 
Recruitment Journey
AI, when paired with real-time communications, can transform 
the world of human resource and recruitment by storm. 
Organisations can remove the huge administrative burden in 
recruitment and be empowered to make smarter hiring decisions 
in an increasingly challenging talent marketplace. 
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Peter’s information, including the 
recorded video, is uploaded on the 
recruitment portal.

WED 13:50

The HR manager reviews and 
shortlist candidates with the help of 
sentimental and behaviour analysis. 
Peter gets shortlisted and 
receiveds an SMS notification about 
the date and time of the video call 
interview with the HR manager

THUR 09:30

The HR manager conducts a 
real-time video call with Peter. 
When the live video interview 
begins, embedded facial 
recognition accurately identifies 
Peter as the candidate who applied 
for the position.

FRI 10:00

The HR manager finds Peter 
suitable and decides to add an 
expert to the multi-party video call. 
The entire interview is recorded. 

FRI 10:20

The HR manager sends Peter’s 
information together with the 
recorded interview to the hiring 
manager & other stakeholders for 
review and shortlist. 

FRI 14:00

In a short one week, Peter receives 
an SMS confirming that he has 
been selected and an offer will be 
sent to  him.

TUE 09:00

WE WISH 
PETER ALL 
THE BEST :)


